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research on public opinion. Organized around a

during the latter part of the twentieth century. The

series of questions—In a democratic society, what

three concepts are discussed in relation to various

should be the relationship between citizens and

political groups, such as social democrats,

their government? Are citizens’ opinions pliable?

conservatives and liberals, and the reforms that they

Are they knowledgeable, attentive, and

were associated with, painting a picture of changing

informed?—the text explores the tension between

economic thought in the Nordic countries, and the

ideals and their practice. Each chapter focuses on

West more generally. Arguing that the concept of

exemplary studies, explaining not only the

democracy has evolved from representative

conclusion of the research, but how it was

parliamentary democracy towards ‘participation’ in

conducted, so students gain a richer understanding

civil society, this book demonstrates how the ideal

of the research process and see methods applied in

of individual freedom and choice has surpassed

context.

collective decision-making. These shared

Democracy and the Economy in Finland and

characteristics between Finland, Sweden and other

Sweden since 1960 Ilkka Kärrylä 2021-10-01 This

Western countries challenge the view that the

book explores the relationship between democracy

Nordic countries have been exceptional in resisting

and the economy in contemporary political thought

neoliberalism. In fact, as this book shows,

and policy-making. Using the concepts of economic,

neoliberalism has been influential to the Nordics

industrial and enterprise democracy, the author

since the 1970s. Offering an innovative and

focuses on the history of Finland and Sweden

conceptual perspective on European political
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history, this book will appeal to scholars interested

and beyond and will continue to do so in the future.

in Nordic political history and modern European

This book is essential reading for those who wish to

history more generally.

further the debate and perhaps even help to

The East Asian Challenge for Democracy Daniel A.

implement desirable forms of political change.

Bell 2013-08-12 The rise of China, along with

Political Corruption Michael Johnston 2017-07-12

problems of governance in democratic countries, has

Corruption is once again high on the international

reinvigorated the theory of political meritocracy.

policy agenda as a result of globalization, the spread

But what is the theory of political meritocracy and

of democracy, and major scandals and reform

how can it set standards for evaluating political

initiatives. But the concept itself has been a focus for

progress (and regress)? To help answer these

social scientists for many years, and new findings

questions, this volume gathers a series of

and data take on richer meanings when viewed in

commissioned research papers from an

the context of long-term developments and

interdisciplinary group of leading philosophers,

enduring conceptual debates. This compendium, a

historians and social scientists. The result is the first

much-enriched version of a work that has been a

book in decades to examine the rise (or revival) of

standard reference in the field since 1970, offers

political meritocracy and what it will mean for

concepts, cases, and fresh evidence for comparative

political developments in China and the rest of the

analysis. Building on a nucleus of classic studies

world. Despite its limitations, meritocracy has

laying out the nature and development of the

contributed much to human flourishing in East Asia

concept of corruption, the book also incorporates
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recent work on economic, cultural, and linguistic

and corruption; assessments of international

dimensions of the problem, as well as critical

corruption rating project; analyses of international

analyses of several approaches to reform. While

corruption control treaties; unintended

many authors are political scientists, work by

consequences of anti-corruption efforts.

historians, economists, and sociologists are strongly

Cumulatively, the book combines description

represented. Two-thirds of the nearly fifty articles

richness, analytical thrust, conceptual awareness,

are based either on studies especially written or

and contextual articulation.

translated for this volume, or on selected journal

Democracy and Equality Geoffrey R. Stone

literature published in the 1990s. The tendency to

2020-01-06 From 1953 to 1969, the Supreme Court

treat corruption as merely a synonym for bribery is

under Chief Justice Earl Warren brought about

illuminated by analyses of the diverse terminology

many of the proudest achievements of American

and linguistic techniques that help distinguish

constitutional law. The Warren declared racial

corruption problems in the major languages. Recent

segregation and laws forbidding interracial marriage

attempts to measure corruption, and to analyze its

to be unconstitutional; it expanded the right of

causes and effects quantitatively are also critically

citizens to criticize public officials; it held school

examined. New contributions emphasize especially:

prayer unconstitutional; and it ruled that people

corruption phenomena in Asia and Africa; contrasts

accused of a crime must be given a lawyer even if

among region and regime types; comparing U.S.

they can't afford one. Yet, despite those and other

state corruption incidence; European Party finance

achievements, conservative critics have fiercely
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accused the justices of the Warren Court of abusing

commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the end

their authority by supposedly imposing their own

of the Warren Court, both celebrates and defends

opinions on the nation. As the eminent legal

the Warren Court's achievements against almost

scholars Geoffrey R. Stone and David A. Strauss

sixty-five years of unrelenting and unwarranted

demonstrate in Democracy and Equality, the

attacks by conservatives. It demonstrates not only

Warren Court's approach to the Constitution was

why the Warren Court's approach to constitutional

consistent with the most basic values of our

interpretation was correct and admirable, but also

Constitution and with the most fundamental

why the approach of the Warren Court was far

responsibilities of our judiciary. Stone and Strauss

superior to that of the increasingly conservative

describe the Warren Court's extraordinary

justices who have dominated the Supreme Court

achievements by reviewing its jurisprudence across

over the past half-century.

a range of issues addressing our nation's

The Third Wave Samuel P. Huntington 2012-09-06

commitment to the values of democracy and

Between 1974 and 1990 more than thirty countries

equality. In each chapter, they tell the story of a

in southern Europe, Latin America, East Asia, and

critical decision, exploring the historical and legal

Eastern Europe shifted from authoritarian to

context of each case, the Court's reasoning, and how

democratic systems of government. This global

the justices of the Warren Court fulfilled the Court's

democratic revolution is probably the most

most important responsibilities. This powerfully

important political trend in the late twentieth

argued evaluation of the Warren Court's legacy, in

century. In The Third Wave, Samuel P.
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Huntington analyzes the causes and nature of these

in one country stimulating change in others. Five

democratic transitions, evaluates the prospects for

key elite groups within and outside the

stability of the new democracies, and explores the

nondemocratic regime played roles in shaping the

possibility of more countries becoming democratic.

various ways democratization occurred.

The recent transitions, he argues, are the third

Compromise was key to all democratizations, and

major wave of democratization in the modem

elections and nonviolent tactics also were central.

world. Each of the two previous waves was

New democracies must deal with the "torturer

followed by a reverse wave in which some

problem" and the "praetorian problem" and attempt

countries shifted back to authoritarian government.

to develop democratic values and processes.

Using concrete examples, empirical evidence, and

Disillusionment with democracy, Huntington

insightful analysis, Huntington provides neither a

argues, is necessary to consolidating democracy. He

theory nor a history of the third wave, but an

concludes the book with an analysis of the political,

explanation of why and how it occurred. Factors

economic, and cultural factors that will decide

responsible for the democratic trend include the

whether or not the third wave continues. Several

legitimacy dilemmas of authoritarian regimes;

"Guidelines for Democratizers" offer specific,

economic and social development; the changed role

practical suggestions for initiating and carrying out

of the Catholic Church; the impact of the United

reform. Huntington's emphasis on practical

States, the European Community, and the Soviet

application makes this book a valuable tool for

Union; and the "snowballing" phenomenon: change

anyone engaged in the democratization process. At
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this volatile time in history, Huntington's

with civil societies, especially on the large themes

assessment of the processes of democratization is

of democratic change — an engagement that is often

indispensable to understanding the future of

resisted by authoritarian regimes. A Diplomat’s

democracy in the world.

Handbook for Democracy Development Support

Democracy in America Alexis de Tocqueville 1875

presents a wide variety of specific experiences of

A Diplomat's Handbook for Democracy

diplomats on the ground, identifying creative,

Development Support Jeremy Kinsman 2016-10-17

human and material resources. More broadly, it is

In recent decades, the conduct of international

about the policy-making experience in capitals, as

relations among and within states has been very

democratic states try to align national interests and

considerably altered. Today, the content of these

democratic values. The Handbook also documents

relations relies as much on international professional

the increasingly prominent role of civil society as

and civil society networks as it does on state-to-state

the essential building block for successful democratic

transactions. The role of the Internet has been

transitions, with each case study examining specific

fundamental in widening communications

national experiences in the aspiration for democratic

opportunities for citizens and civil society, with a

and pluralistic governance, and lessons learned on

profound effect on democracy transition. In

all sides — for better or for worse. While each

consequence, diplomacy has taken on a much more

situation is different — presenting unique,

human and public face. Twenty-first century

unstructured problems and opportunities — a

ambassadors and diplomats are learning to engage

review of these experiences bears out the validity
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of the authors’ belief in the interdependence of

resistance. Works on identity, gender, and

democratic engagements, and provides practitioners

migration. Memoirs on race and protest. Revelations

with encouragement, counsel and a greater capacity

of White House mayhem. Warnings over the

to support democracy everywhere.

future of conservatism, progressivism, and of

Remaking the Democratic Party Hanes Walton

American democracy itself. As a book critic for The

2016-08-09 Examining Southern support for

Washington Post, Carlos Lozada has read just about

Johnson throughout his political career and his

all of them. In What Were We Thinking, he draws

transformative leadership of the Democratic Party

on some 150 recent volumes to explore how we

What Were We Thinking Carlos Lozada 2021-10-12

understand ourselves in the Trump era. Lozada’s

In this “crisp, engaging, and very smart” (The New

characters are not the president, his advisers, or his

York Times Book Review) work, The Washington

antagonists but the political and cultural ideas at

Post’s Pulitzer Prize–winning book critic digs into

play—and at stake—in America. Just as Trump’s

books of the Trump era and finds that our response

election upended the country’s political

to this presidency often reflects the same

establishment, it shocked its intellectual class.

polarization, contradictions, and resentments that

Though some of the books of the Trump era

made it possible. It is an irony of our age that a man

skillfully illuminate the challenges and

who rarely reads has unleashed an onslaught of

transformations the nation faces, too many works

books about his tenure and his time. Dissections of

are more defensive than incisive, more righteous

the white working class. Manifestos of political

than right. Lozada offers a provocative argument:
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Whether written by liberals or conservatives,

back and understand us.

activists or academics, true believers or harsh critics,

Shock to the System Michael K. Miller 2021-07-20

the books of Trump’s America are vulnerable to the

How violent events and autocratic parties trigger

same failures of imagination that gave us this

democratic change How do democracies emerge?

presidency in the first place. In What Were We

Shock to the System presents a novel theory of

Thinking, Lozada’s selections range from bestselling

democratization that focuses on how events like

titles to little-known works, from thoroughly

coups, wars, and elections disrupt autocratic regimes

reported accounts of the administration to partisan

and trigger democratic change. Employing the

polemics, from meditations on the fate of truth to

broadest qualitative and quantitative analyses of

memoirs about enduring—or enabling—the Trump

democratization to date, Michael Miller

presidency. He also identifies books that challenge

demonstrates that more than nine in ten transitions

entrenched assumptions and shift our vantage

since 1800 occur in one of two ways: countries

points, the books that best help us make sense of this

democratize following a major violent shock or an

era. The result is an “elegant yet lacerating” (The

established ruling party democratizes through

Guardian) intellectual history of our time, a work

elections and regains power within democracy.

that transcends daily headlines to discern how we

This framework fundamentally reorients theories

got here and how we thought here. What Were

on democratization by showing that violent

We Thinking will help today’s readers understand

upheavals and the preservation of autocrats in

America, and will help tomorrow’s readers look

power—events typically viewed as antithetical to
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democracy—are in fact central to its foundation.

how regimes are transformed.

Through in-depth examinations of 139 democratic

Learning and Teaching Together Michele TD

transitions, Miller shows how democratization

Tanaka 2016-03-01 Across Canada, teachers

frequently follows both domestic shocks (coups, civil

unfamiliar with Aboriginal approaches to learning

wars, and assassinations) and international shocks

are seeking ways to respectfully weave Aboriginal

(defeat in war and withdrawal of an autocratic

content into their lessons. This book introduces an

hegemon) due to autocratic insecurity and openings

indigenist approach to education. It recounts how

for opposition actors. He also shows how transitions

pre-service teachers immersed in a crosscultural

guided by ruling parties spring from their electoral

course in British Columbia began to practise

confidence in democracy. Both contexts limit the

Indigenous ways of knowing. Working alongside

power autocrats sacrifice by accepting

Indigenous wisdom keepers, they transformed

democratization, smoothing along the transition.

earth fibres into a mural and, in the process, their

Miller provides new insights into democratization’s

own ideas about learning and teaching. By

predictors, the limited gains from events like the

revealing how they worked to integrate

Arab Spring, the best routes to democratization for

Indigenous ways of knowing into their practice,

long-term stability, and the future of global

this book opens a path for teachers to nurture

democracy. Disputing commonly held ideas about

indigenist crosscultural understanding in their

violent events and their effects on democracy,

classrooms.

Shock to the System offers new perspectives on

From Dictatorship to Democracy Gene Sharp 2008 A
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serious introduction to the use of nonviolent action

party in government and integrates contemporary

to topple dictatorships. Based on the author's study,

examples—such as campaign finance reform, party

over a period of forty years, on non-violent methods

polarization, and social media—to bring to life the

of demonstration, it was originally published in 1993

fascinating story of how parties shape our political

in Thailand for distribution among Burmese

system. New to the 17th Edition Fully updated

dissidents.

through the 2016 election, including changes in

Readings in the Philosophy of Law - Third Edition

virtually all of the boxed materials, the chapter

Keith C. Culver 2017-05-25 A rigorous introduction

openings, and the data presented. Explores

to profound questions about the nature and role of

increasing partisan hostility, the status of voter ID

law.

laws and other efforts to affect voter turnout, young

Party Politics in America Marjorie Randon Hershey

voters' attitudes and participation, and the role of big

2017-02-17 The seventeenth edition of Party

givers such as the energy billionaire Koch brothers

Politics in America continues the comprehensive

in the 2016 campaigns. Critically examines the idea

and authoritative coverage of political parties for

that Super PACs are replacing, or can replace, the

which it is known while expanding and updating

party organizations in running campaigns. New and

the treatment of key related topics including

expanded online Instructor's Resources, including

interest groups and elections. Marjorie Hershey

author-written test banks, essay questions, relevant

builds on the book’s three-pronged coverage of

websites with correlated sample assignments, the

party organization, party in the electorate, and

book’s appendix, and links to a collection of course
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syllabi.

authoritarian rule: authoritarian power-sharing and

The New American Democracy Morris P. Fiorina

authoritarian control; a revised chapter on culture

1999

and democracy that includes a more extensive

American Government 3e Glen Krutz 2021-07-28

examination of cultural modernization theory and a

Principles of Comparative Politics William Roberts

new overview of survey methods for addressing

Clark 2017-02-23 Principles of Comparative Politics

sensitive topics; a new section on issues related to

offers the most comprehensive and up-to-date

electoral integrity; an expanded assessment of

introduction to comparative inquiry, research, and

different forms of representation; and a new

scholarship. In this thoroughly revised Third

intuitive take on statistical analyses that provides a

Edition, students now have an even better guide to

clearer explanation of how to interpret regression

cross-national comparison and why it matters. The

results. Examples from the gender and politics

new edition retains a focus on the enduring

literature have been incorporated into various

questions with which scholars grapple, the issues

chapters, the Problems sections at the end of each

about which consensus has started to emerge, and

chapter have been expanded, a! nd the empirical

the tools comparativists use to get at the complex

examples and data on various types of institutions

problems in the field. Among other things, the

have been updated. Online videos and tutorials are

updates to this edition include a thoroughly-revised

available to address some of the more

chapter on dictatorships that incorporates a

methodological components discussed in the book.

discussion of the two fundamental problems of

The authors have thoughtfully streamlined chapters
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to better focus attention on key topics.

vision of heavenly perfection into an impossibly

The Enduring Tension Donald J. Devine 2021-01-05

perfect ideal for earthly society. To unravel this

Western civilization fashioned a capitalism that

capitalist enigma, Devine identifies the roots of the

created a worldwide economic cornucopia and

confusion, critiques the rationalized responses, and

higher standards of living than any other system,

identifies the remedy—the revival of an historical

yet its legitimacy is often questioned by its

Lockean pluralism able to fuse a moral scaffolding

beneficiaries. Boston University Emeritus Professor

sufficient to hold the walls and preserve the best of

Angelo M. Codevilla, proclaims Donald Devine’s

capitalist civilization.

The Enduring Tension between Capitalism and the

Islam Tamara Sonn 2015-12-21 Now available in a

Moral Order, “the best answer to this question since

fully-revised and updated third edition, Islam:

Adam Smith’s. Like Smith, Devine shows the

History, Religion and Politics, provides a

mutually sustaining nature of morality and

comprehensive and engaging introduction to the

economic freedom, and provides a much-needed

core teachings, historical development, and

clearing away of the confusion with which recent

contemporary public struggles of Islam. Features a

authors have befogged this essential relationship.”

new chapter on the Arab Spring and the ongoing

Devine begins with Karl Marx setting capitalism’s

struggles for representative governance throughout

roots in feudalism and the implications of that

the Muslim world Includes up-to-date analysis of

traditionalist inheritance, finally transformed by

the civil wars in Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, and

Rousseau’s “Christian heresy,” which turned the

Yemen, including the rise of terrorist groups like
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Boko Haram and ISIS Spans Islamic history from the

reassessment of major theories of democracy from

life of Muhammad and the birth of Islamic ideals,

ancient Greece to the present, along with the

through Islam’s phenomenal geographical expansion

author's own prescription for revitalizing

and cultural development, to the creation of modern

contemporary democratic politics.

states and its role in today’s global society Written

American Government Glen Krutz 2017-12-30

by a leading scholar of Islamic studies

American Government is designed to meet the

An Introduction to Politics Trevor Munroe 2002

scope and sequence requirements of the single-

This introduction to politics is designed for first-year

semester American Government course. This title

students in social sciences and for the general reader

includes innovative features designed to enhance

interested in the basics of contemporary politic. The

student learning, including Insider Perspective

text's various sections and lecture summaries deal

features and a Get Connected module that shows

with the important areas of political science,

students how they can get engaged in the political

different systems of democratic government, the

process. The book provides an important

fall of communism and post-communist politics, as

opportunity for students to learn the core concepts

well as issues in Caribbean politics such as

of American Government and understand how

globalization, constitutional reform and regional

those concepts apply to their lives and the world

integration.

around them. The images in this textbook are

Models of Democracy, 3rd Edition David Held 2006

grayscale.

Models of Democracy provides a critical

Democracy's Discontent and Civic Learning Charles
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S. White 2018-09-01 Around the globe, democracy

emboldened White supremacist and anti-immigrant

is under assault. For a dozen years, global freedom

agitation? Across the pages of this book, teachers,

has followed a downward slope, according to

teacher educators, and education policy makers will

Freedom House. Once viewed as the world’s model

recognize a common theme in responding to

of freedom, the United States has slipped in world

democracy’s discontent – the need to rebuild the

ratings of democracy. For a rising portion of the

nation’s civic infrastructure. Research on best

world’s population, faith in democracy is flagging.

practices in civic learning and engagement serve as

At the same time, a wave of nationalism and

a guide to transforming how we prepare citizens for

xenophobia is rising in the West, questioning

democratic deliberation and civic action. Creative

democracy’s ability to meet the needs of its citizens.

and effective teaching materials and approaches

The contributors to this volume examine

await only the will to invest the needed time and

democracy’s discontent from a variety of

support. Repairing our civic infrastructure will help

perspectives. What forces have produced the

to restore confidence in our civic capabilities and

extreme partisanship and polarization roiling

trust in our ability to work together for the public

America’s civic life and politics? How has today’s

good. Without a serious recommitment to the civic

populist movement challenged democratic norms

mission of schools, the nation will be ill prepared to

and institutions? What role has social media played

defend against those within and beyond our borders

in democracy’s discontent and its defense? How do

who are intent on undermining democracy.

we overcome persistent racism in the face of

Burning the Reichstag Benjamin Carter Hett
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2014-02 Delving into the controversy surrounding

and this book proposes fundamental ways in which

the fire that burned down the Reichstag and

journalism can help democratic societies seize the

ignited the Third Reich, this gripping account of

moment. It traces the development of traditional

Hitler's rise to dictatorship reopens the arson case,

mass media and social media and explores how the

profiling key figures and making use of new

two might work better together to benefit

sources and archives to reinvestigate one of the

democratic life. The development of press theory is

greatest mysteries of the Nazi period.

described, and enhanced by a proposed new theory,

Journalism and the Future of Democracy Denis

Democratic Revival.

Muller 2021-08-09 This book is about how

The Democratic Plan: Analysis and Diagnosis Alan

journalism can contribute to the recovery of

March 2016-03-16 Despite ongoing technical and

democracy from the crisis exemplified by the

professional advances, urban and regional planning

Trump presidency, the Brexit referendum and the

is often far less effective than we might hope.

rise of populism across the Western world. It

Conflicting approaches and variable governmental

explores the ethical concepts that provide the

settings have undermined planning’s legitimacy

foundation for journalism in modern democracies:

and allowed its goals to be eroded and co-opted in

pluralism, liberalism, tolerance, truth, free speech,

the face of mounting challenges. Deeper organising

and impartiality. History has shown that crisis

principles for self-understanding, action and

brings opportunity for change on a scale that is

productive critique are lacking. This book takes

unachievable under ordinary political conditions,

steps toward resolving these problems by providing
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a clear theoretical position to practically examine

understandings and grounded and practical analyses

urban planning systems within democratic

of an Australian planning system. Conceptual and

governance settings: the basis of planning’s

highly practical explanations of how and why the

legitimacy and action. Joining practical planning

Victorian system does and doesn't ’work’ are

with political science perspectives and the work of

revealed. The book demonstrates how specific

critical theorists such as Jürgen Habermas, it

placed-based understandings, and meaningful

directly examines urban planning as a process of

comparison between planning systems, can be made

governance. The dilemmas inherent to democracy

using critical theory to suggest positive change.

are used as key organising principles and challenges

The American Culture of War Adrian R. Lewis

for planning. Collective knowledge development

2007 Publisher description

and steering processes are examined as the core

Parties, Movements, and Democracy in the

purposes of urban planning. Communicative

Developing World Nancy Bermeo 2016-12 A

planning’s grounding in the work of Habermas is

comparative study of the role of political parties and

revisited to develop practical ways of examining

movements in the founding and survival of

overall planning systems. This theoretical approach

developing world democracies.

can be adapted to a range of planning systems and

Encyclopedia of African-American Politics, Third

settings beyond those examined in the book, such as

Edition Robert Smith 2021-05-01 This A-to-Z

corporate or political realms. It is one of only a few

volume examines the role of African Americans in

analyses that bring together theoretical

the political process from the early days of the
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American Revolution to the present. Focusing on

Table Mountain crashed into what was to become

basic political ideas, court cases, laws, concepts,

South Africa over 2 billion years ago, marking the

ideologies, institutions, and political processes, this

spot. The country’s history since then has always

book covers all facets of African Americans in

been robust and full of energy. This book takes you

American government. Written by a nationally

in record time from that moment, when the earth’s

renowned scholar in the field, the Encyclopedia of

richest gold reefs were shaped, to the advent of

African-American Politics, Third Edition will

democracy in 1994, another event that stunned the

enlighten readers to the struggles and triumphs of

world, and beyond. Along the way you will

African Americans in the American political

encounter some of the most ancient dinosaurs on

system. Entries include: Abolitionist Movement

record, the very first people on the planet, and the

African immigrants Barack Obama Black Lives

first cultures. You will see outsiders moving in to

Matter Black Panther Party Civil Rights Act of

reshape history: hunters and gatherers, cultivators

1964 Emancipation Proclamation "Forty Acres and a

and herders, iron-workers from the north, and

Mule" Freedmen's Bureau Hurricane Katrina

immigrants from Europe and Asia. They fought and

Institutional racism Integrationism Juneteenth

made peace; they stumbled upon gold and

Lynching Malcolm X Million Man March Raphael

diamonds; they rose to the heights of excellence and

Warnock

sank to the depths of oppression, until on one day

Dinosaurs, Diamonds & Democracy 3rd edition

they all queued as equals to elect a government.

Francis Wilson 2017-05-18 An asteroid the size of

That is the story marked by dinosaurs, diamonds
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and democracy.

Mohammad Ali Kadivar 2022-11-22 A

The Decline and Rise of Democracy David

groundbreaking account of how prolonged

Stasavage 2021-08-24 "Historical accounts of

grassroots mobilization lays the foundations for

democracy's rise tend to focus on ancient Greece

durable democratization When protests swept

and pre-Renaissance Europe. The Decline and Rise

through the Middle East at the height of the Arab

of Democracy draws from global evidence to show

Spring, the world appeared to be on the verge of a

that the story is much richer--democratic practices

wave of democratization. Yet with the failure of

were present in many places, at many other times,

many of these uprisings, it has become clearer than

from the Americas before European conquest, to

ever that the path to democracy is strewn with

ancient Mesopotamia, to precolonial Africa. Delving

obstacles. Mohammad Ali Kadivar examines the

into the prevalence of early democracy throughout

conditions leading to the success or failure of

the world, David Stasavage makes the case that

democratization, shedding vital new light on how

understanding how and where these democracies

prodemocracy mobilization affects the fate of new

flourished--and when and why they declined--can

democracies. Drawing on a wealth of new evidence,

provide crucial information not just about the

Kadivar shows how the longest episodes of

history of governance, but also about the ways

prodemocracy protest give rise to the most durable

modern democracies work and where they could

new democracies. He analyzes more than one

manifest in the future."--

hundred democratic transitions in eighty countries

Popular Politics and the Path to Durable Democracy

between 1950 and 2010, showing how more robust
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democracies emerge from lengthier periods of

nation’s changing demographics. This two-pronged

unarmed mobilization. Kadivar then analyzes five

approach encourages students to place current issues

case studies—South Africa, Poland, Pakistan, Egypt,

and controversies into historical perspective, and to

and Tunisia—to investigate the underlying

think critically about how those issues and

mechanisms. He finds that organization building

controversies are impacted by America’s

during the years of struggle develops the leadership

increasingly diverse population. By analyzing and

needed for lasting democratization and strengthens

understanding the influences of historical context

civil society after dictatorship. Popular Politics and

and demographics, students can debate effectively

the Path to Durable Democracy challenges the

with references, use historical outcomes to predict

prevailing wisdom in American foreign policy that

for the future, and create strong arguments based on

democratization can be achieved through military

what they know about fundamental changes in the

or coercive interventions, revealing how lasting

political landscape. The highly anticipated Sixth

change arises from sustained, nonviolent grassroots

Edition frames the 2016 general election and 2018

mobilization.

midterm elections from the perspective of what

The Enduring Democracy Kenneth J. Dautrich

they mean to college students, so that they can see

2019-11-12 The Enduring Democracy by Kenneth

the relevance of American government in their

Dautrich, David A. Yalof, and Christina Bejarano

daily lives. Also available as a digital option

examines the current state of American politics

(courseware). Learn more about The Enduring

through the lenses of American history and the

Democracy, Sixth Edition - Vantage Digital Option.
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Four Crises of American Democracy Alasdair Scott

term problems like global warming effectively.

Roberts 2017 The "crisis of representation" occurred

American Government Marc Landy 2018-11-30 To

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

understand contemporary American politics and

centuries, and was centered on the question of

government students need to see how political

whether the people really controlled their

ideas, institutions and forces have developed over

government. This period was dominated by fears of

time. The fourth edition of American Government

plutocracy and debates about the rights of African

dwells on the seminal role played by political

Americans, women and immigrants. The "crisis of

memory and path dependency in shaping

mastery" spanned the years 1917-1948, and was

contemporary institutions, political forces and public

preoccupied with building administrative

opinion as well as the critical choices that have

capabilities so that government could improve its

caused them to shift course. It provides a

control of economic and international affairs. The

comprehensive depiction of current demographic,

"crisis of discipline," beginning in the 1970s, was

political, attitudinal and governmental facts, trends

triggered by the perception that voters and special

and conditions. Each chapter begins with a detailed

interests were overloading governments with

contemporary portrait of its subject.

unreasonable demands. In the final part of his

New Directions In Comparative Politics, Third

analysis, Roberts asks whether the United States is

Edition Alan S Rosenbaum 2019-03-06

entering a "crisis of anticipation," in which the

International Regimes Stephen D. Krasner 1983 In

question is whether democracies can handle long-

this volume, fourteen distinguished specialists in
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international political economy thoroughly explore

democracy, they redirect the conversation toward a

the concept of international regimes--the implicit

new politics of democracy that transcends both

and explicit principles, norms, rules, and procedures

secular authoritarianism and Political Islam. While

that guide international behavior. In the first

the opposition movements of the Arab Spring vary

section, the authors develop several theoretical

from country to country, each has raised questions

views of regimes. In the following section, the

regarding equality, economic justice, democratic

theories are applied to specific issues in international

participation, and the relationship between Islam

relations, including the General Agreement on

and democracy in their respective countries. Does

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and on the still-enduring

democracy require a secular political regime? Are

postwar regimes for money and security.

religious movements the most effective opponents

Islam and Democracy After the Arab Spring John L.

of authoritarian secularist regimes? Esposito, Voll,

Esposito 2016 The landscape of the Middle East has

and Sonn examine these questions and shed light on

changed dramatically since 2011, as have the

how these opposition movements reflect the new

political arena and the discourse around democracy.

global realities of media communication and sources

In Islam and Democracy after the Arab Spring, John

of influence and power. Positioned for a broad

L. Esposito, John Voll, and Tamara Sonn examine

readership of scholars and students, policy-makers,

the state of democracy in Muslim-majority societies

and media experts, Islam and Democracy after the

today. Applying a twenty-first century perspective

Arab Spring will quickly become a go-to for all who

to the question of whether Islam is compatible with

watch the Middle East, inside and outside of
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academia.

North America, how and why it has evolved

The White Racial Frame Joe R. Feagin 2013-08-21

socially over time, which racial groups are framed

In this book Joe Feagin extends the systemic racism

within it, how it has operated in the past and in the

framework in previous Routledge books by

present for both white Americans and Americans of

developing an innovative concept, the white racial

color, and how the latter have long responded with

frame. Now four centuries-old, this white racial

strategies of resistance that include enduring

frame encompasses not only the stereotyping,

counter-frames. In this new edition, Feagin has

bigotry, and racist ideology emphasized in other

included much new interview material and other

theories of "race," but also the visual images, array of

data from recent research studies on framing issues

emotions, sounds of accented language, interlinking

related to white, black, Latino, and Asian

interpretations and narratives, and inclinations to

Americans, and on society generally. The book also

discriminate that are still central to the frame’s

includes a new discussion of the impact of the white

everyday operations. Deeply imbedded in

frame on popular culture, including on movies,

American minds and institutions, this white racial

video games, and television programs as well as a

frame has for centuries functioned as a broad

discussion of the white racial frame’s significant

worldview, one essential to the routine

impacts on public policymaking, immigration, the

legitimation, scripting, and maintenance of systemic

environment, health care, and crime and

racism in the United States. Here Feagin examines

imprisonment issues.

how and why this white racial frame emerged in
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